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A. ORGANIZATION

1, The seventh Intergovernmental Meeting of Experts on Transport,

Communications and Planning was held at the Palais Marshan, Tanglers, Morocco

from 7 to 12 November 1989, at the invitation nf the Government of the Kingdom

of Morocco.

B. PARTICIPATION

2, Representatives of 32 States members of the Economic Commission for

Africa were present; Algeri a, Angola, Benin, Burundi s Cameroon, Cape verde,

the Central African Republic, Comoros, the congo, Cote d'lvoire, Egypt,

Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, the Gambia, Ghanaj Guinea, Kenya, the Libyan Arab

Jamahiriya, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania 3 Morocco, Mozambique, the Niger, Nigeria,

Senegal, the Sudan, Swaziland, Tunisia, the United Republic of Tanzania, Zaire

and' Zimbabwe. ■

3, France participated in the meeting as observer.

4O The meeting was attended by observers from 25 United Nations hodies,

African and international organizations ?ind institutions: Economic Commission

for Europe (ECE), International Maritime Organization (IMO), International

Telecommunications Union (ITU), United Nations Conference of Trade and

Development (UNCTAD), United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization (UNESCO), Unitad Nations Development Programme (UNDP), World

Bank, African, Caribbean and Pacific Group (ACP), African Airlines Association

(AFRAA), African Civil Aviation Organization (AFCAC), African Development Bank

(ADB), Arab Maritime Transport Academy (AMTA), Centre fur Transport Studies in

the Western Mediterranean (CETMO), Economic Community of Central African

States (ECCAS), Economic Community of West African. States (ECOWAS),

International Road Federation (IRF), Mano River Union (MRU), Ministerial

Conference of West and Central African States on Maritime Transport

(MINCONMAR), Organization of African Unity (OAU), Pan-African Postal Union

(PAPU), Pan-African Telecommunications Union (PATU), Saudi Fund for

Development (SFD), Trans-African Highway Authority (TAHA), Union of African

Railways (UAR) and National Civil Aviition Training Organization of Egypt

(NCATO).

C. OPENING OF THE MEETING

5. In his statement, the outgoing Chairman of the Intergovernmental

Meeting of Experts, the representative of Zaire, first of all expressed his

gratitude to the Government and people of Morocco for the warm welcome and

typical African hospitality extended to all delegations participating in the

meeting. He then welcomed the delegations and applauded the continued

interest that they had shown in the activities of the United Nations Transport

and communications Decade in

6. He indicated that two of the resolutions made at Kinshasa were of

capital importance. These were the one which recommended the proclamation of

a second Decade and the one relating to the convening of a special conference

of African ministers responsible for civil aviation, which culminated in the

Yamoussoukro Delclnration on a New African Air Transport Policy.
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I, Two new sectors, namely maritime transport in Africa and road safety

should be given special attention by the Afric-n authorities in the programme

of the next Transport and Communications Decide. He emphasized the fact that

the Decade programme should be as realistic as nossible, meaning that it

should be conceived on the basis of a c mliuus vision of the macro-economic

perspectives of Africa„

3, In his statement, the Minister of Public Works, Vocational Training and

Management Training of Morocco welcomed all the delegations to the country and

commended them for travelling to T-nngiers to attend the meeting. This bore

testimony to the import ance that they attached to the present meeting and the

respect th-nt they have for the Kingdom of Morocco. He applauded the laudable

efforts made by the secretariat: of the Economic Commission for Africa to

provide the continert with a genuine over'" 11 development plan a The Kingdom of

Morocco had nIways worked, with genuine determination, towards inter-regional

co-operat ion , p->rt icul^1 rly in the transport and commurv cat ions sectors *

9O . After highlighting certain deficiencies which h.id limited success in

the implementation of the first Decade programme, namely the little support

given to .,sub region a 1 projects and the i nidequ.it e external financial assistance

to. the: .programme „ he expressed the wish C'nt the size and scope of the

proposed programme would be sufficiently realistic to adequately take into

acco-.mt the restively limited financial resources (:hat c?n be made available

by our economies, on the one hand and the genuine desire to integrate the

economies, on the other. Also emphasized were the rational use of existing

infrastructure through the simplieation of current procedures and. the

establishment .of transport corridors ■ for all African subregions and the need

for the choice nf new investment to be bosect on adequate economic, finaneia1

and technical iustification.

10. The Minister then formally deel ared the seventh Intergovernmental

Meeting of Experts on transport, Communicat ions and Planning open and wished

the meeting every success.

II. In his statement, the representative of the Organization of African

Unity stressed the determination of the Moroccan authorities to promote

inter-State co-operation in the long march towards the economi c and social

development of our countries, He expressed the wish that the second United

Nations Transport nnd Communicat i ons Decade would serve as a framework for

reflection .and action towards economic integration ip Africa and enable the

continent to efficiently develop its economies., This .w-is the only way to

safeguard the political independence that our leaders had fought so hard to

g •*: i n „

1^ In this statement, the representative of EGA first expressed gratitude

to the host country for the very warm welcome extended to all delegations > and

the excellent arrangements made to ensure the success of the work of the

seventh Intergovernmental Meeting of Experts of Transport, Communications and
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Planning. He than expressed sincere thanks to the delegations for having

travelled nil the way to T->ngiers, an action which testified to the importance

that they continued to attach to the solution of transport and communications

problems in Africa. He enumerated the preparatory activities carried out

since the adoption on 20 December 1988 by the United Motions General Assembly

of resolution 43/179, which formally proclaimed the period 1991 to 2000 as the

second United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa- These

activities were summarized as follows; the organization of three meetings of

the Inter-Agency Co-ordinating Committee on the Decade in March, June and

November of this year; the organization of a High Level Workshop of

independent experts on the objectives, strategies, guidelines and other

aspects, which are vital to the planning, programming and implementation of

the second Decade programme»

13. He stressed the major problems which the second Decade urgently needed

to address as follows; to ensure the physical integration of the continent; to

ensure rational utilization of existing infrastructures and equipment through

th<a simplification of current administrative and customs procedures; to

maintain and rehabilitate these facilities; to encourage efficient human

resource development by means, particularly of training centred on the

improvement of management methods; to establish reliable transport and

communication data bank and to gradually develop industries in these sectors

in Africa.

14. The speaker briefly touched on the division of responsibilities among

the various actors involved in the planning, programming and execution of the

Decade; i.e,, governments, national co-ordinating committees, subregional and

regional organizations, subregional and sectoral working groups, etc.

15. He concluded by stating that the ultimate objective of the experts'

meeting should be to propose to the Ministers sufficiently realistic

objectives, strategies and guidelines which would serve as solid h?sis for the

programme of the second United Nations Transport and Communications Dec-r.de for

Africa.

D, ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

Election of officers (agenda item 2)

16a The meeting elected the following as its bureau:

Chairman: Morocco

First Vice-Chairman: Comoros

Second Vice-Chairman; Central African Republic

Rapporteur: Senegal

Rapporteur: Kenya
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Adoption of the agenda and programme of work. (igenda item 3)

17O The meeting adopted the following agenda;

1. Opening of the meeting

2. Election of officers

3. Adoption of the agenda and programme of work

4. . Reports of IACC:

(a) 12th meeting, Mirch 1989

(b) 13th meeting, June 1989

: . (c) 14th meeting, November 1989

5. UNTACDA IX Objectives, Strategies and Guidelines for the

preparation of the programme .

6. Report on the implementation of resolutions of the sixth meeting

of the Conference of Ministers,. ■■

7. Report on the imp] ement.ition of the Yamoassoukro Declaration .on

. • the New African Air Transport policy.

8. Report of the Special Meeting of African Ministers of Maritime

Transport

9. Report of the PANAFTEL Co-ordinatinp, Committee

10. Report of the RASCOM Co-ordinating Committee

: ■ 11. Report of the second African Road Safety Congress

12n Report of. the Combined Meeting- of Trans-African Highway

Authorities *

13. Any other business

14O Adoption of the report and closure of the meeting.

18. The meeting adopted the following progrmme of work:

Morning 05:00-13:00

Afternoon 15:30-19:00

Reports of the twelfth, thirteenth ^nd fourteenth meetings of the IACC (agenda

item 4)

19. The reports of the twelfth, thirteenth *nd fourteenth meetings of the

Inter-Agency Co-ordinating Committee on UNTACDA were presented by a

representative of the secretariat. All three meetings had concentrated on the

preparation of the Decade programme.
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20. At its twelfth meeting which was held at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia in March

of this year, the IACC discussed the draft objectives, strategies and

guidelines for UNTACDA II as proposed by ECA. In view of the complexity of

the issues involved in the preparation of the programme, the meeting was

unable to exhaust all the issues involved. Thus it called for another meeting.

21. The thirteenth meeting was thus held in June 1989 to once more work on

the objectives, strategies and guidelines for UNTACDA II. The outcome of this

meeting included the revised Objectives, Strategies and guidelines which

incorporated the terms'- of reference for the Resource Mobilization Committee,

the criteria for selection of projects as well as the draft agenda for the

seventh Intergovernmental Meeting of Experts. Again the meeting decided to

hold one more meeting prior to the seventh Meeting of the Conference of

Ministers•

22. The IACC subsequently held its fourteenth meeting in November 1989 in

Tangiers, Morocco. At this meeting, the Committee considered, inter alia, t-he

following;

(a) The establishment of subsectoral and subregional working groups

and their composition;

(b) The terms of reference of the Resource Mobilization Committee

(RMC);

(c) The co-ordination of the activities of the RMC and its financing;

(d) Establishment of the criteria for the selection of projects; and

(e) The creation of National Co-ordination Committees (NCCs).

23O As the major outcome of all these meetings constituted the main agenda

item - Objectives, Strategies and Guidelines - the meeting took note of these

reports and proceeded to examine the recommendations under agenda item 5.

UNTACDA II: Objectives, strategies and guidelines for the preparation of the

programme (agenda item 5)

24. In introducing this agenda item, a representative of the secretariat

presented two documents to the meeting, namely the Second United Nations

Transport and Communications Decade for Africa: Objectives, Strategies and

Guidelines (DEC/TRANSCOM/67/Rev.3), and Report of the fourteenth meeting of

the IACC on UNTACDA (DEC/TRANSCOM/EXP/VII/4). He explained that the report of

the fourteenth meeting of the IACC supplemented the first document in that it
contained the elaborations which were made during the meeting but which the

secretariat was unable to incorporate into the main document due to time

constraints.
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25. He than summarized the main contents of the document. Regarding the

section on global objectives, it was pointed out that these had been revised

in accordance with the recomtnendntions made by the Workshop of High Level

Experts which was held in September 1989. Other pertinent changes had also

been made to the sectoral objectives for shipping, air transport,
telecommunications and postal services.

26. As concerns strategies and guidelines it w,:.s pointed nut that these

sections hid been greatly enhanced at the recent meetings of the Criteria

Committee, the Resource Mobilization Committee as well as at the fourteenth

meeting of the IACC. These elaborations included; definition of criteria for

selection of projects for the programme; the activities of the Resource

Mobilization Committee; the composition and activities of the various Working

Groups for the preparntion of the programme; proposed timetable for the

preparation of UNTACDA II; and the mechanism for the establishment of national

co-ordinating committees as well as their role in the preparation and

implementation of the Decade programme by each member State.

27. In conclusion the ECA representative highlighted the very close

collaboration which existed among the members of the IACC during this period

and hoped that the documents introduced would form s useful basis for the work
of the experts.

28. The debate on this item started with a general discussion about all the
objectives and later the objectives were discussed individually.

29. A number of delegations emphasized the fact that the main objective and
thrust of the second Decade should still be to promote the physical
integration of Africa so as to achieve economic integration. Thus regional
and subregional projects should be paramount.

30. The debate.then turned to the question of how the improvement of urban
transport could be included among the objectives of the Decade, in the light
of the consensus reached that regional and subregional projects were the main
concern. The pnxnt was made that with the rapid growth of African cities,

urban transport was, indeed, n .major concern of many governments =ind it would
be unrealisitc to ignore this fact in defining the Decade objectives. In this
connection, it was pointed out that the problem of rural transport needed to

be addressed for the simple reason that the majority of the African population
lived in the rural areas which were, therefore, the main sources of
agricultural production. Moreover, improving the efficiency of all transport
systems should be an objective of the Decade, It agreed, therefore, that the

development both of urban and rural transport deserved to be included among
the objectives of UNTACDA II, Thus a new subsector on urban transport was
added to the programme.

31. The next point that was raised related to the plight of land-locked and
island countries. It was pointed out that during UNTACDA I there had been
special consideration of the transport problem? of'these countries, whereas in
the objectives before the meeting this concern was not expressed
sufficiently. The objectives, therefore, ought to prominently address the
question.
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32, A number <">f general points were then made ^bout the general orientation

of the UNTACDA II programme. Among these were; tMt there should be greater

use made of African expertise and know-how; that in prepiring for UNTACDA II

full account should be taken of all the findings of the evaluation of the

UNTACDA I programme; that the development of transport should he along

properly defined corridors; that it was essential th^.t States committed

themselves firmly to the implementation of the programme and must put in place

the appropriate fol.low-up mechanisms; that subregional projects should enjoy

the support of all the countries concerned; tMt transport security, such as

at airports, should he adequately addressed during UNTACDA II; that special

attention should he paid to the transfer of technology; that integration of

women and youth in the development of the transport and communications sectors

should be promoted; and finally, that the programme of UNTACDA II should be

realistic and take into account the prevailing economic environment in Africa

and internationally.

33, The meeting then considered each section of the proposed objectives,

strategies and guidelines for UNTACDA II as contained in document

DEC/TRANSCOM/67/Rev,3 and the amendments to that document which emanated from
the fourteenth meeting of the T.ACC.

34, In the first place, it accepted the recommendation that a goal for

UNTACDA II be defined before the global objectives T^;re presented. The goal
and global objectives ->.s amended appear below:

The goal

35* The go-->l of the Decide programme is to establish an efficient
integrated transport and communications system as ■=> basis for the physical

integration of Africa and facilitate national and international traffic, so as

to foster trade and the achievement of self-sustaining economic development as

called for in the Lagos Plan of Action (1980) and subsequent African regional

and subregional economic restructuring -nd development programmes.

Global objectives

OBJECTIVE 1: Implementation of phased and balanced programme of

development and management of transport and communications infrastructure,
taking particularly into account the needs and requirements of island and
land-locked countries.

OBJECTIVE 2: Rehabili tation, upgrading and maintenance of the most

critical elements of the existing infrastructure .and equipment so as to
improve their efficiency and capacity utilization, as well as prolong their
economic life.

OBJECTIVE 3: Improvement of human resource planning, development and

utilization in order to enhance the quality and availability of personnel at
all levels for efficient management and operations of transport and
communications systems.
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OBJECTIVE 4: Improvement of operational efficiency, service equality

and avaibibility in transport and communications by implement ing appropriate

policies and administrative measures that will increase their competitiveness,

productivity and profitability, while at the s^me time ensuring social and
economic development,

OBJECTIVE 5; Establishment of information systems on transport and

communications ts i basis for analysis and better ■n'maoement and planning of
investments.

OBJECTIVE 6; Development of manufacturing capabilities in order to

cope with the rapid cnanges in technology and condition in the transport and

communications, market and to reduce cost and requirements for foreign exchange

by locil manufacture of some spare p^rts, components and equipment:

OBJECTIVE ?.; . Improvement of transport safety and security as well as

the strengthening of transport related environmental nrntecti-on measure^,

OBJECTIVE ?•: Improvement of transport and communications in rural

areas where t^e majority of the population iives and greatest percentage of

economic production takes p lace»

OBJECTIVE 9: Improvement of urban t ransport tn meet the needs of the

rapidly growing urban population,

OBJECTIVE 10; Estab] ishroent md strengthening of inter-regional

liaisons in the field of transport and communications.

36. The details showing the long-term obi actives .^nd the areas of immediate

concentration for the global is well is for the subsectora! objectives are

contained in the document on oh \ active <\ J c,t rite^i es and guidelines

(DEC/TRANSCOM/67/Rev.4). " "

37 , The meeting also considered and .--ppr-vet' several aspects of the

guidelines for the preparation of the prnpramme, nimelv the establishment of

seven subsectoraI and four subregionM Working Groups -md their composition;

terms of reference of the Resource Mobiliz-ition Commit tee (RMC) which is

composed of ECA, OAU,.AD3, UNDP, World Br-nk and EEC; the co-ordination of the

activi ties of the SMC and i ts financing; the criteria established for the

selection of projects; .-<nd the creation of National Co-ordination Committees

(NCCs),

38, The subsect;ira 1 and subre^.ional Working Groups will be responsible for

the preparation of programmes for the Decade, 'E>e orogramme will t?ke account

of the assessment of existing situations, the identified bottlenecks impeding

the realization, of ..the .Decide objectives and the recommended strategies. The

RiMC is charged wi th the responsibil ity to mobi't iz* technical and financial

resources for the preparation and implementation nf the Decade programme.

During the preparatory ph^se -:f c>>e pr-'gr^mme, it was indicated that the
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activities of the RMC would be financed through the project for the

preparation of the Decade programme which is turr^ntly under- discussion

between ECA and UNDP. At the nntional level, the programme will be developed

and monitored by the NCC, which is the focal point for the co-ordination of

regional and subr^gional projects within the country. In this connection, the

meeting recommends, chat countries take responsibility for the running of the

NCCs.

39= The proposed timetable for the preparation of the programme is as

follows:

D?tes

Dec. 1989-Jan. 1990

Feb.-March 1990

April-May 1990

August-Septembar 1990

Nov. 1990-Jan.l991

April 1991

June 1991

Activities

Lead agency . distributes guidelines for

Working Groups and criteria for project

selection together with a time-table for

preparatory activities to all agencies and

governments.

First meeting of the Working Groups to draw

up their work programmes and distribute

work among their members.

RMC assists Working Groups identify their

technical assistance needs and proceeds to

seek such assistance.

Subregional Working Groups meet in their

respective subregions to prepare their

strategies.

Sectoral Working Groups meet to adopt their

strategies.

Subregional meeting of member States,

subregional Working Groups and sectoral

Working Groups to combine the various

strategies into a single strategy for each

subregion.

Regional meeting comprising subr*gional

organizations, specialized agencies and

sectoral intergovernmental organizations to

review and ad^pt consolidated strategies

and programmes.

Meetings of the IACC and the Conference of

Ministers to launch the programme of the

first phase of the Decade.
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.40. As regards the criteria for selection 6f projects, there, will ba two
types of projects, namely, capital and non-capital... Particular attention

should be given to promotion of subregional and regional integration and the

facilitation of transfer of know-how and technology. The. projects to be
included in the programme of the Decade must meet the following criteria:

(a) They must contribute towards one or several objectives of
UNTACDA II; .

(b) They must be included in the national development plans or
programmes;

(c) , For capital projects, they must demonstrate social, economic and
technical feasibility and/or other demonstrable benefits;

(d) Projects must conform to environmental policies and programmes;

; Ce) The existence of appropriate and adequate institutional
.capability to carry out the project must he demonstrated;

(f) Both recurrent costs and the local component of capital costs
must be clearly established and their financing adequately provided for; '■

(g) In addition to the criteria listed above, which apply to both
national and regional projects, the following criteria should also apply to
;regional and subregional projects. . •

(i) the project must be included in the work programme of or
be initiated by an IGO, a United Nations specialized

i ■.:: ■ agency or other similar body and must demonstrate that

the countries concerned have been involved in its

formulation and have expressed their commitment to its

implementation; ' ■ ■

(ii) the project must involve more than one country and
promote subregional or regional co-operation and

integration.

41. The amendments and elaborations of the various sections of the
objectives, strategies, ,and guidelines have been incorporated into the revised
document PEC/TRANSCOM/^/Rev.4..

Progress report on the implementation of resolutions of the sixth meeting of
the Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Communications qnd Planning
(agenda item 6) ~~ "*~ '■ —— ,,, ,, ^ .

42„ The ECA representative introduced the eight resolutions adopted by the
sixth meeting of the Conference of African Ministers of Transport,
Communications and Planning.held in 1988 in Kinshasa, Zaire and contained in
document DEC/TRAN3C0M/EXP/VII/8. He then gave details of the action taken on
each. The resolutions are;
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(-•>.) Resolution ECA/UNTACDA.Res. 88/67; Convening of a special
Conference of Ministers responsible fnr civil avlot ion;

(b) Resolution ECA/UNTACDA/Res.88/67: Establishment of a Working
Group 'm Inland inter Transport in Africa;

(c) Resolution EOA/UKTACDA/Res.88/69; Establishment of ^n entity
for the development of transport in the NorLh African subregion;

Cd) Resolution ECA/UNTACDA/Res.88/70: Strengthening the capacity of
African intergovernmental organizations responsible for implementing transport
and communications programmes in Africa;

(e) Resolution ECA/UNTACDA/Res.83/71: Trans-African highway
development;

(f) Resolution ECA/UNTACDA/Res. 88/72: Utilization of the
Pan-African Telecommunications Network (PANAFTEL);

(g) Resolution ECA/UNTACDA/Res. 88/73; Dec Itntion of a second
United Nations Transport *rvi Communications Decide in Africa;

(h) Resolution rfCA/UNTACOA/Ren. -3S/74; Establishment of a
Ministerial. Conference of Eastern and' Southern African States on Maritime
transport,

43. The representative ~.£ AFCAC referred to jf.CA/*J«TACDA/Res. 88/67 cm the
convening of a special Conference of Ministers responsible for civil aviation
and informed the meeting th.-t the actions M'-'.en *s reported by ECA should he
augmented to indicate that a third meeting of tb,. enlarged IACC (Yamoussoukro)
and been held i.p N'-iir-'^i K

44, The meeting took note ;n. the pr.-^ress on r!-..? implementat i on of these
resolutions,

Implementation of the Yamnussoukr•> Declaration ("pencil item 7)

45, A member of the secre': - ci.-t introduced documents DEC/TRANSCOM/EXP/VII/9
and addendum 1 relating to the ah-ve topic. ,ie specified th.it the document

contained issues relating t- the activities necessary for implementing the

Declaration and those already undertaken, the status ^f implementation of the
Declaration in the various suhr^gions, problems encountered, difficulties, in
financing the activities and recommends ions for the States and airlines.

46, He pointed nut that subregiunal studies were under way, and that
subriegional meetings -.mild he --rginized soon to enable the airlines to become

better acquainted with each other, and *lso to identify the airlines which

anight wish to w^rk together to trnnsl.ite into concrete action the areas of
co operation identified in the studies. He informed participants of progress
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in implementing the Declartion in each of the sub regions, through efforts

deployed by the Yamoussoukro Co-ordinating Committee (comprising ECA, OAU,

ADB, AFCAC and AFRAA) , set up to follow up implementati on "f the Dec 1 arat i--»n,

ind the financing provided bv UNDP f'n; the activities undertaken. The African

Development Brink had espressed the intent ion to finance the study on an

aircraft purchase and leasing company, .and to this end the commitnient of three

of the countries classified among the least developed ur.s required.

47. As regards nn African position ~-n the computerised information system

and the introduce ion of noise st andards, propns^ Is hie? been suhmi tted by the

working groups of AFCAC t-i the twenty seventh General Assembly of ICAO. No

solution had been found yet Lo the problem of the introduction of new noise

standards and the issue would be rediscussed at thc: next extraordinary session

r,.f the General Assembly :>f ICAO planned far 3.990.

48«, As far as difficulties in implementing the Declaration was concerned,

he underscored the very 1 imited number of countries <-'h ich had replied to the

questionnaires sent out t--> gather information and the lack nf commitment from

the States to cover the 5 per cent nf the to-tai cost of the study -on an

aircraft purchase and leasing company,

49 „ Introducing the problems cii scussed z.v. Mont re ^ J during the

twenty-seventh general Assembly of ICAO, the attention r.f participants was

drawn, inter alii. t:> the wcrk of the Negotiating G-^up on Services (GNS) of

GATT, It was proposed that the Ministers be i.nfo-rrned of this problem, so that

they contact their ounterpins in the ministries of trade to explain to them

the particular nature of air transport. This would help prevent the GNS from

taking decisions which wnuid impede the development of civil aviation.

50= We concluded by inviting the participants to support the planned

fol] ow-up activities and requested the dotv>rs ns we 11 as UNDP and ADB to

continue their assistance to the activities for impiemetning the Declaration.

51. Darin? the ensuing debate the representative of ADB clarified that with

regard to the opt imam fimncing system for aircraft purchase by African

airlines, wh.^t was required was for three countries to support the request

made by the OAU.

52,. The ADB representative also referred to the project on the

establishment of a c^---<H mated network of aircraft maintenance and overhaul

centres, the first :md second phases of which the Bank had financed. He

indicated that the Bank was waiting to be informed of the measures taken to

implement the second phase of the project so that it might consider financing

the third phase. He specified r.hat the lack of pr-gr^ss in the implementation

of the project, whi ch related to an area of vita.j importance for co-operation

between the airlines a= well as for reducing their operating costs could

hinder the consideration towards the financing of the above-mentioned study,

53, The representative of AFCAC ment ioned the ^f f. rts being mide by his

organization towards the imp.u^ientation or the Dec 1:ration, among which were

the preparation of Tm.ii.ti lateral .--greement fo" the y: i.nt use ^f airspace with
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certain subregional organizations, the follow-up in collaboration with AFRAA,

of the project on the co-ordimtad network of aircraft maintenance and

overhaul centres. He appealed to members to take the necessary actions for

the speedy implementation of the DecHr-itina.

54. The representative of AFRAA highlighted three points- First, he

alluded to the problem of aircraft noise which European Governments regard as

a political issue. Af ri can Governments, therefore, should also prepare a

political response. Secondly, he recalled that the Negotiating Group on Trade

and Services of GATT was considering the possibility of including air

transport among services. Such an act ion would require a common African

position which would need to be defended hy Ministers responsible for air

transport and not to be left entirely to Ministers of Trade who normal ly

conduct negotiations within GATT. Finally, he raised the question that the

study on the optimum financing system for aircraft purchase by African

airlines envisaged a long period for its completion. Unless this period is

shortened, many African airlines might have disappeared by the time it is

completed, in view of the challenges facing African air transport. With

regard to the forthcoming extraordinary and special sessions of the ICAO

General Assembly, it is necessary to develop we11-researched African position

papers for collective presentation to the Assembly,

55. The representative of ACP mentioned that under the Lome Convention,

transport and communications had so far not benefitted adequately from funds

made available under the ACP/EEC conventions„ It would, therefore, be

appropriate for measures to be taken for development projects of the sector to

figure prominently in the indicative programmes of the next convention.

56, The representative of the National Civil Aviation Training Organization

of Egypt (NCATO) advocated a meeting of officials responsible for training in
civil aviation to examine the various training programmes in order to

determine their complementarity, and to set up standards that will respond to

the training needs of African civil aviation.

57, A number of delegations took the floor to comment on the progress so
far made in the implementation of the Declaration, They referred to several

points including the need to harmonize the differing national legislations, to
enable the bodies responsible for implementation and follow up to operate more

efficiently; the question of the slow rate of implementation of the

Declaration, some of which was partly due, particularly to the imminence of

Europe 1992; the delays observed in the efforts being made to create

multinational airlines in certain subregions; efforts being made by UNDP and
ADB to ^ finance some of the activities for the implementation of the
Declaration, which actions were highly commended; the need for experts to

recommend to their Ministers to make an appeal to donors, especially UNDP and

ADB, to intensify their efforts to finance the implementation of the
Declaration; the need to intensify the training of personnel for the better

implementation of the Decade; the need to closely follow the activities of

ICAO in the specific areas of aircraft noise and the computerized reservation
system, so as to safeguard the interests of Africa.
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Report of the Special Meeting of Afric?n Minister of Maritime Transport

(agenda item 8)

58 Introducing this agenda item, for the information of participants, the

representative of the secretariat of the Organization of African Unity

indicated the following:

(a)- The Ministerial meeting was held in Addis Ababa from 10 to 12
July 1989. It was preceded by an experts' meeting from 3 to 7 July.
Thirty-four African countries and _ five subrdgioml and international

organizations participated in the meeting;

(b) Three main topics were discussed;

(i) Consideration of the rather discouraging results of the

first Review Conference on the United Nations Code of
Conduct for Liner Conferences and measures to be taken,

at least to safeguard the achievements of the Code of

Conduct, in case of resumption of the session;

(ii) Consideration and adoption of the proposals made by the

MINCONMAR secretariat for the renewal of the maritime

transport component in the fourth EEC/ACP Lome

Convention;

(iii) Ways and means of strengthening co-operation among

African countries in the field of maritime transport.

59 Following this presentation, a representative of the UNCTAD secretariat
first underscored the importance of the Code of Conduct for the harmonious

development of liner shipping in the developing countries, particularly in
Africa. He then stressed the dangers that would be posed by the failure of
current attempts to resume the Review Conference, that his secretariat hoped

would take place in November 1990, at the latest. This meant that by March
1990, the various regional groups would have approved the basic strategy

prepared by the Geneva Group of Six. He mentioned in this connection th.at

China, Group B and the L»tin American and Asian sub-groups, _had already
rpproved the basic strategy, while Group D would make its position known by
December 1989. The African position was still unknown. Such uncertainty

risked jeopardizing the future' of the Code, n-mely encouraging the developed
countries to denounce the Code, and to conclude separate legislation in this
sector of liner shipping. He concluded by inviting African countries- to

participate actively in the next meeting planned to take place in Geneva in
May 1990 to consider a report proposing ways of developing inter-regional

co-operation in maritime transport,

60, A representative of the ACP secretariat highlighted the problems faced

by the Group with respect to the maritime transport component during the

negotiations held in Luxemburg on the fourth Lome Convention. He expressed

the hope that MINCONMAR, which is the author of the proposal, would continue

to assist the ACP secretariat to pursue efforts in this regard.
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61„ The meeting stressed the importance of maritime transport in the

process of economic recovery and development of African economies, and
recommended that every effort should be made during the second Decade to

increase their participation in this transport subsector.

Report of the twelfth meat ing of the PANAFTSL Co-ordinating Committee (agenda

item 9)

62r Introducing the document DEC/TRANSCOM/^XP/VIl/13, a representative of

the secretariat recalled that the global objective of African Governments _ is

to have a high-quality and reliable African continental telecommunication

network including all the elements for connecting nne subscriber's terminal
equipment to that of ;i similar nature in -mother subscriber's premises,

wherever the two might be rV the continent, without having to transit through

countries outside of Africa.

63. On the issue of the inf rast juctural development; of the network, the

report had divided the Africm countries ir.to three categories according to

the level of development of the PANAFTEL Network- rhe eastern and southern

African subregion has achieved m oper^li- ■.-..: :.a.'.-u; the west African

surbegion where, although the inst 11} *ti ">r. nf ■* substantial amount of
equipment is completed, the network is of 5ow availability; and the Central

African subregion Ins zha least developed n.et':o--k,,

64. In accordance with the recommendation of the PANAFTEL Co-ordinating

Committee, a special meeting -.-.vis convened iri Bxa?.z -iville, the Congo in

September 1989. ' The meet it,:? reviewed the repo-_ of -: study carried out by the
PANAFTEL project on the development of the network in the subre^ion. At its

eighteenth session held in Geneva ir October 1989, the Committee adopted a

series of steps which should be undertaken ny each administration or

organization in order to accelerate the development of the network ?.n Central

Africa..

65. With regard to the need to ^rh^nc?. the utilization of the PANAFTEL

NETWORK, the Committee noted the .'tcoievements by the project in identifying
the problems preventing greater use of the ne!>>-">rk *nd endorsed measures to be

taken to improve its utilization. Also on the issue of staff development and

institution-building, the Committee felt that member administrations and PATU
should intensify their efforts in the future t- release stiff fo,- attachment

to the proiect o

66. The report noted the actions being raker, by some member States in
preparing and implementing their national plans tor the improvement^ of

maintenance and wished to encourage the other countries to take similar

actions.

67. Finally, the document concluded that despite the development achieved,

it is important t > note that a number of problems are still prevailing, at

various levels in different countries, ;;]■("■ ^i^s.1 c;u.:_inue to hinder the

implementation of the agreed routing plans, improved utilization of existing
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circuits and the inter-c onnectivity of Atr^c.'ti countries on. p subregion--11

basis. Therefore, the PANAFTEL network ( L, .-;. , its operations, expansion,

maintenance .md *-ehahil itati on) will still feature as .1 priority in the
c nrnuunicat ions sector if the second United Niti-ms Transport and

Communications Decide programme.

fiS* During the discussions on the above sub ject, c] arif ic At ions were sought

on the ntnUsion of the North African subregion and the release of staff by

administrations fc?- training or ;. Ltachment with the project.

69, Concerning the emission of North AErix-m region, the meeting was

informed that during, fie conception of t>e PAi-HFT^L Network at. the beginning

"£ the 1950s, only the needs of the countries south of the Sahara were taken

in.t j account. This is because the tel ecommunic ?ti "ns network of the North

African countries ws mire developed. However, ni the 1970s, the development

of the teleco'iTiumic-ui >ns networks ->£ the North African countries were

included in r> project cilied MEDARABTEL, which concerned, besides the N'--rr.h

African States, some Mediterranean countries in Europe and the Middle East.

Since the e-arlv concept i^n of the PANAFTEL Netv^

tak^n place which had led t''= the ex pans i^n i l

stated in the introducti-m ^f the report, lunc

er'.compassed t c">nin1ete c^nt j.r>r;'C ?.\ network.

many developments have

network's objectives as

the future PArtAFTEL now

70,. As r

'■■rg'nizat i ons

informed that t

the continuing

experts .

71 . After- s^

development V.f

included.

rris the r.-'Jease "f stnff by ■■■jmini.st rations and subregional

f,-r r raining -*r attachment t^ ^he project, the meeting was

the release --if experts to work or short-term project is part of

efforts t. ' facili tate the t ransfe-r ,--,£ know-how to African

debate, the meeting .ngree-i th.it in future reporting ->n the

e PAMAFTKL Network, the North African subregion would be

Progress report of the Inter--.ge.ncy Co-ordinating Committee (IACC-RASCOM) on

the feasibili try study -■£ the Keg i-»na1 Africin Sat el, lite Communications System

(agenda i t:em ! 0)

72-, Introducing the^ report u£ the Inter-A^ency C.o-ordi nat.ing Committee on

RASCOM, n representative of the OAU gave a. brief account of- the activities

undertaken towards the imp1 ementa!: i on if t'^e. pp-ject. He rib served that

mtion-j L level studies had been completed vLth the close co-operation of

n.ntr iml coordination ommitees and th^t currently the region-1 level studies
while assist the proiect office to c-rry nut the satellite system studies were

underway. In this ^;^rd, tiv'- consult-ncy firms . H.-id been engaged to the

terrestrial system stadi.es arc being carried ■-ut by the project office, The

study was expected t be completed b\ August lv90. In this connection, he

requested the meeting to end' rse the recommendation of the Interim Executive

Committee, of t^e project t,o convene '•■ meeting "f AEri-c.-m ministers of

Telecommunica t i-"o.s t'> consider the final re.vv' " ■"'" ■ study,

^3 „ Finally-, he announced that the lACC-RAflT-O11-:. bar' been able t'"> mobilize

all the necessary funding -md expressed his .^precnti'-n to 'JMDP for making up

the estimated sbnrt-f^Jl of $1/3 L5 million.
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74. Following the presentation of the report the meeting expressed

unanimous support for the idea of convening a special Conference of African

Ministers in charge of telecommunications to evaluate the results 'ftf the study

and take appropri ate decisions for future action. The meeting expressed the

need to give sufficient time for the countries to study the final report in

sufficient depth so is to enable them to reach proper decisions on the future

course of action. This factor should be taken into account in fixing the date

of the special conference of telecommunications ministers.

Report of the second African Road Safety Congress (.agenda item 11)

75. A representative of the ECA secretariat presented the major

recommendations of the proceedings of the second African Road Safety Congress

(DEC/TRANSCOM/EXP/VII/19) held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, from 16 to 20 October

1989, These are given below:

(a) Road safety should be a priority item for the second United

Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa, 1991-2000 (UNTACDA

II), Objectives and strategies for road safety development in Africa should

be developed as an integral part of the overall objectives and strategies for

UNTACDA II. The OECD group on road safety research in developing countries

(DC2) should be called upon to assist ECA in developing a road safety strategy

for UNTACDA II;

(b) The development of subregionil co-operation -should be

encouraged. The co-operation and co-ordination within the transport sector,

including road safety works in the SADCC countries, could be a model for other

African countries when it comes to institution building, legislation and

planning; ^

(c) A limited number of existing research centres, universities and

other national and subregional instituions, such as the Eastern and Southern

African Management Institute and the Nigerian Institute of Transport

Technology should be further developed -n-H strengthened to serve as

distribution centres for research and technology transfer. Additional centres

could be added to the network as appropriate in the future co-operation

between these key ventures and with research centres in developed countries

should be expanded;

td) A technology transfer programme should be designed for the
African countries to maximize the use of research findings and other items in

the area of road safety and other transportation areas, A structure involving

OECD/ECA would offer a practical mechanism for co-ordinating this programme;

(e) The different d-mor agencies should strengthen their support to
road safety activities and also c^-^perate to increase the efficiency of the

financial assistance to raod safety. Road safety components should be

introduced as integrated parts of ^11 projects dealing with urban transport,

in general, and road maintenance and rehabilitation ?.n particular;
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..■ ■ (g) Oiun.tr i es should ensure that they have effective systems for

d-?ta collection and analysis and, if improvements -ire renuired, they should,

wherever possible, adapt appropriate systems available in other countries;

(h) Government and non-governmental organisations with a rol e to

play In road safety should be strengthened. In particular, the activities of

the appropriate sectors should be co-ordinated and countries should set up

national mad safety bodies for this purpose.

76 3 The implement^t inn of these recommendations would require co-ordination

and co-operation between all national and international instituions cited

below:

-:. - African countries

International sectoral bodies

Donor agencies

African research nrginizatirms

: - Research instituions in developed countries

Export industry

Subregional commissions

Bodies responsible for technot ngy transfer and documentation.

11 The Meeting of Experts took note of this report*

Report of the Combined Meeting of Trans-African Highway Authorities (agenda

item 12)

78, A ■ member of the ECA secretariat introduced documents

DEC/TRANSCOM/EXP/VII/10, DEC/TRANSCOM/EXP/VIl/I 3 and DEC/TRANSCOM/EXP/VII/16

^n this item. He mentioned that during the preparation for the second

UNTACDA, two problem areas had been identified, namely the reactivation of the

single Trans-African Hi ghways Bureau and the promotion of the manufacture of

spare parts and equipment. He further stated that, due to the fact that this

meeting wil 1 most:y focus on the preparatory activities for UNTACDA II, the

orientation of the combined meeting had been changed. Thus the combined

meeting which was scheduled bad been cancelled and the meeting would thus

consider the issues presented.

79o He cited the f in-^ncri al problems the secretarirt of the L^gos-Mombasa

Trans-African Highway Autb^rity (TAHA) had faced since its inception in 1980.

In April 1989, the TAHA Governing Council, during its ninth ordinary meeting,

considered the dismal financial situation of the secretariat and agreed to

wind it up with effect from 31 December 1989.

80„ He also ci ted the recommendation by the Governing Council of the

Cairo-Gaborone Trans-East African Highway Authority (TEAHA) to have a

centralized bureau for all the Authorities - This recommendation was made

during the Authority's second regular meeting in Q?izo in March 1983. .
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81. It wip against this background .:ha; EGA V.-'i a ,■ elded to reactivate the

Tr'ins-African Highway? Hur-iu, A project document had bean prepared and

submitted tf. UNDP for funding. The letter h-'d responded that the project

would be considered duri -v;>. ^(s t> =xf. cro^r-mminc*. cycles starting in 1992. They

also requested EGA to m*ke -■mendnidnts -'n-.l re^UL-n the document to meet UNDP

requi rements„

82. In an em'-wo" "■ -.:■..": th,: ~-~r -; r r ■ ^y ^ tha support tn the:

trans-African hi^hwny.- orogr^nme, the '7XA pr'vjer'; Appraisal and Approval

Committee (PMC) recommence*1 thai: the Transport, C^-iimicati.ons and Tourism

Division issign norae .f itr; .->i"ficers to constitute t^e nucleus of the Bureau.

83. lie also presented the cost .-£ runni-ng Mu> Bur^.?u in Addis Abaha and the.

contributions that member States v?ere expectdd t; make. This cintributior

would bo $US10,000 -• 15,000 annual!;' compared t'. the $t?S 100,000 and $US
76,000 currently paid b; 'lAIV -••; TEAi'A :e-..^--r St.">-es, respectively. This was

assuming an equal contribution by all EGA oierber :llt'te.s =

84. 'He 'also suggested tl.at 5uT3 244,900, contributed by some raemoar States

of TEAHA in 1933, S:> m-- -. ■• '•' ' ■'-.'■- ■ " r4 fr i-p of the single Bureau.

These member States would i»c -,',.<-.> ■. ---■.: ' :. p.-..;o.. j.u- a period commensurate

with their contributions,

85. On the prom-■£-> or: -c ">■■' ■ ;-n ^ ."r .:^uro oT eq-ji c-xect for rn^ds and road

transport, the Yepr^ent^ lx o of the UCA ceciet.nri^: introduced the documents

giving the review -f o:;i-:t-;^ ;v.!i.cles, pians and projects _ and the

identification of ma j.^ iriQ,jsL. i--> : l^ ....■i.'u.-ictura of equipment for

roads and ro irt t^-ins;.v^t: \- iK^Lca, Th.?^e ^'■■cu-.rav.t:; ire based on studies

undertaken in -i ■ ' - ' " ■: .■:-'■ •" ■::-■"-.-■-'-"• An action plan for
the development of the..; ii^rfurf ■ Le" ~U ,i!sn -i--,;-. It ws noted that these

reports were in line with the sixts a:ui ^ia\ g..oo-l •^h.ie.r.ii.ves if the second

Decade.

S5,, During the clL::,. io.., f.^-;'; ensued, giejt c;.nccui was expressed on this

matter. In "part icula;; i.idn;.i,!r w»ri m-^-U- oi - . :--ot tbat the second Decide
did not nut sufficien1: aoi-.u; -,n t'.i^ import-nee ^f the road transport

subsector. It m.is n-i-c-d th.-=t the TAR:: ^rfcr«-fa"?.a;; was in the process of

liquidation hefn\.v ^^: t-i.- . ±s ■ Lllg ., rapl.ic^m^', - r-. : i..-\ ion ■ FuvLbermove; lL

mis pninterl r.ut l"h^L the estibli^h.Tenf: -f .■■■ sinela bureau without r*

well -defined proe,rar-.T!^ ■. ~-v ' u ^■■•p^rdi?.^ Us ef Cicie.^. ■ \>e l1.? Li on ,

87,, The meeting vns i nf^ri.v;! tb^t EGA war, read'/ to issipt member States i>

establishing the ra^;.inio^ Tnac-Africnc. "i^b'.-vij /o'/r-ri ties.

88, The v.ieet-ine 'iL;raed lV.-i- '"'io estr.'. ' -' sb^ent of n single bureau w^s very

urgent in order to eo-ordi:i.v;e and assist; che various Trans-African Highway

Authoritie's . Ti: als "■> roc or^i.rpcod tv,.■-;': n<;w 'mt:b(->r-i.fi ^l; should be estab 1 ishad

for other trans-African niohvay sys'^rs ar_- veil since they vould have an

important role t^ pl'Jy i>~ tMe. nreoarat i. -in iiid i.1". jU-;nentat.i.on •.if the second

Decade.
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89, In this connection, the importance -f the tr'.nrftf rican highways,

including that .-f the T-ingiars-Nouakchot t-L-igos highway was reaffirmed., and in

this respect the meeting ;;v-k note of the consensus :.:!i7.ch emerged in. Kinshasa.

'-'O. The representative of UNDP acknowledged that UNDP hnd received a

renuest to support the Trans-Africin Highways Bureau. This request is not in

the terms of reference of UNDP. lie informed the meeting th-nt UNDP was readv

zo give support to the highways suhsect^r in Africa in the form of technical

assistance for e! -tborat Jon of Dre feasibility studies in maintenance,

management and development of human resources.

Any other business (agenda item 13)

91. Mo issue was raised under this item.

Adoption of the report and closure of the meeting (agenda item 14)

92„ The meeting adopted its report after some amendments. The

representative -f Cameroon regretted the fact that, due to unforeseen problems

encountered, in travelling t- Tmgiers, he i-?d not been able to contribute

adequately to the discussions, especially with respect to agenda iteins 7 and

'^3, The meeting "Iso considered five drift resolutions which had been

proposed by 'in ad hoc committee. These draft .-evolutions, which are annexed

to the report , were -co be presented f- i"'ne Conference of Mini sters for

consideration and -iduption-

94, In his closing remarks, the Cha i rman congratulated the secretariat of

ECA fc*r the quality of the dicuments submitted and for having worked very

hard. He also thanked the-- delegates for all suop-.t given to him md the good

collaboration shown during the debates. He -jls- indicated that this meeting

has given him the best opportunity to meet various qua I.if ied experts from
governments and internationa! org=

95° Th'- representative of Algeria, in behalf of all the del-^ates,
sincerely thnnkec! the C'^Lrman for having been very p-itient in conducting the

debates. He indicated that the Chairman wns imon^ the best that he has seen
since he started pirtic ip-* t ing in internation.'-H meetings,,

'-■'?, The Chairman thexi declared the meeting closed..


